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Influence of subcutaneous fat on mechanomyographic signals at 
three levels of voluntary effort
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Abstract Introduction: This study aims to assess the influence of different skinfold thicknesses (ST) and their relation 
to the attenuation of the mechanomyographic (MMG) signal at different force levels (maximal voluntary 
contraction – MVC, 40% of MVC and 70% of MVC) of the rectus femoris muscle. Methods: Fifteen volunteers 
were divided in two groups: ST lower than 10mm (G<10) (8 participants) and ST higher than 35mm (G>35) 
(7 participants). Student t tests were employed to investigate differences between G<10 and G>35 regarding 
MMG analysis parameters (acceleration root mean square – aRMS, zero crossing – ZC, and median frequency 
– MDF), for the X, Y and Z axes, as well as for the modulus of these three axes. Results: We found that 
thicker layers of body fat act as attenuator filters for the MMG signal [MDFMVC: X (p = 0.005), Z (p = 0.003); 
MDF70%MVC: X (p = 0.034); ZCMVC: Z (p = 0.037), modulus (p = 0.005); ZC70%MVC: Z (p = 0.047)]. We found 
significant correlation between ST values and aRMS in three levels, in the Yaxis (p = 0.591), for the group 
G<10. For the modulus, the aRMS value showed correlation with ST values for group G>35 in 40%MVC 
(R2 = 0.610), and 70%MVC (R2 = 0.592). The MDF parameter showed correlation with ST values only in the 
Yaxis in 70%MVC (R2 = 0.700) for G>35. Conclusions: We observed MMG signal attenuation in at least one 
of the parameters analyzed for each level of the rectus femoris muscle force, indicating that MMG signals are 
significantly attenuated with increasing thickness of the subcutaneous fat layer. 
Keywords: Mechanomyography, Skinfold, Signal attenuation, Level of force.

Introduction
Mechanomyography (MMG) is a noninvasive 

technique (Cramer et al., 2000) that records the 
vibrations or sounds produced by the lateral oscillations 
of muscle fibers upon contraction (Barry and Cole, 
1990; Vaz and Herzog, 1999). These vibrations 
have low amplitude, are generated by muscle fiber 
contraction (Orizio, 1992; Youn and Kim, 2010) and 
consist of the signals transmitted by the recruited motor 
units (MU) (Yoshitake et al., 2002). The acquisition 
of the signals generated by muscle vibrations can be 
accomplished by means of piezoelectric acceleration 
transducers (Youn and Kim, 2010), which enable 
muscle analysis.

MMG is used in many applications, including: 
prostheses control (Orizio et al., 2003); indication 
of muscle activation degree (Scheeren et al., 2010); 
monitoring of muscle fatigue (Orizio et al., 2003; 
Tarata, 2003); neuromuscular diseases diagnosis 
(Hu et al., 2007); obtainment of signals for the study of 
muscle strength gradation mechanisms (Akataki et al., 
2001; Matta et al., 2005; Madeleine et al., 2001; 
Nogueira-Neto et al., 2013); evaluation of respiratory 
muscle work (Sarlabous et al., 2014); changes in 

MU activation strategies, which can occur with 
aging, neuromuscular diseases, endurance training 
programs, and care of injuries (Cooper et al., 2014); 
and Parkinson’s disease (Marusiak et al., 2009; Malek 
and Coburn, 2012). In applications with comparisons 
between the MMG signal and the force response 
the biceps brachii (Orizio et al., 1989) and rectus 
femoris (Krueger et al., 2016; Shin et al., 2016) are 
the muscles more used due its easy accessibility and 
comparison capability.

However, signals generated by the muscle may 
suffer attenuation when propagated through tissues such 
as subcutaneous fat, thus hindering signal acquisition 
(Baars et al., 2007; Herda et al., 2010; Herda et al., 
2011; Jaskólska et al., 2003; Yoshitake et al., 2002) 
and possibly attenuating signals as a low-pass filter 
(Cooper and Herda, 2014). Interferences in signal 
acquisition are found in studies that verified the 
influence of different skinfold thicknesses (ST) on the 
acquisition of MMG where the MMG signals were 
attenuated in muscles covered with high percentages 
of subcutaneous fat (Cooper et al., 2014; Herda et al., 
2010; Herda et al., 2011; Trevino and Herda, 2015). 
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For example, Cooper et al. (2014) observed correlations 
(p<0.05) between skinfold thicknesses and MMG 
signal for the muscles rectus femoris and vastus 
lateralis with r = –0.376 and –0.484, respectively. 
Similarly, the amplitude of electromyography (EMG) 
and MMG signals showed a reduction in the entire 
force spectrum in muscles with greater ST during 
progressive isometric muscle actions (Cooper et al., 
2013; Herda et al., 2010; Herda et al., 2011). Herda et al. 
(2010) observed differences when smaller and larger 
ST were related in progressive isometry using linear 
regression for MMGRMS vs. force relationships. In their 
study, those who trained endurance had smaller ST 
than the sedentary ones, in which the ST appear to 
have acted as a low-pass filter, supporting the work of 
Jaskólska et al. (2003), which confirmed the hypothesis 
of fat acting as a low-pass filter after correlating ST 
with age and isometric strength.

Studies with different force levels (Cochrane et al., 
2015; Cooper et al., 2014; Jaskólska et al., 2003; 
Polato et al., 2008) reported significant differences 
when evaluating different intensities of isometric force 
with ST in larger and smaller fat layers. However, 
those researchers did not show if there is a trend 
related to different force levels or if this influence 
occurs in all (three) accelerometers axes. With the 
force increase, new motor units located in different 
places of the muscle are recruited influencing the 
vibration pattern of each axis (Herda et al., 2010) 
once the amplitude of MMG for the rectus femoris 
muscle contraction represents a mechanical 3-axis 
signal (Shin et al., 2016) and it is generated by the 
motor units coherence increasing the mechanical 
wave amplitude (Krueger et al., 2016).

However, we did not identify a systematic study 
to evaluate the influence of different ST using an 
experimental protocol with different levels of force 
by triaxial accelerometry. It makes us wonder whether 
the temporal and spectral indicators are sensitive to 
the ST influence considering the increased vibration 
of motor units at different force levels.

We hypothesize that the MMG signal suffers 
attenuation according to the thickness of the 
subcutaneous fat layer independently of its force level. 
Thus, the aim of this study was to assess the influence 
of different ST and their relation to the attenuation 
of the MMG signal at different force levels of the 
muscle rectus femoris.

Methods

Participants
Fifteen male volunteers (age: 24.47 ± 2.57 years, 

height: 1.72 ± 0.05 m, body weight: 77 ± 16.2 kg) 
participated in this study. They were intentionally 

divided in two groups: ST lower than 10 mm (G<10) 
(n = 8 volunteers) and ST greater than 35 mm (G>35) 
(n = 7 volunteers). All subjects were healthy and had no 
history of neuromuscular disorders or musculoskeletal 
injuries. We selected those two skinfold thickness 
bands to ensure real differences in subcutaneous fat 
layer between groups and to avoid intra-evaluator 
measurement variability.

The experimental protocol of this study was 
approved by the Ethics Committee for Human 
Research of the Pontifical Catholic University of 
Paraná (PUCPR) under the approval No. 490.521/13. 
All subjects were informed about the steps and 
procedures to be performed during the research, and 
signed the Informed Consent Form after agreeing to 
participate in the study.

Research design
First, asepsis and shaving were performed at 

the medial point of the dominant thigh (muscle 
rectus femoris belly) for positioning of the MMG 
Although the difference, and at the same point three 
measurements of ST were carried out using an adipometer 
(Lang) for estimation of localized fat (Cooper and 
Herda, 2014). Three submaximal contractions were 
performed as located warm-up, as well as stretching 
of the lower muscle group (quadriceps) 5 min prior 
to the beginning of the tests (Baptista et al., 2009). 
A load cell (100 kg, 2.0 ± 0.1 mV/V, EMG System 
do Brasil) was used to obtain the force in the knee 
extensor muscles.

Protocol
The participants were seated and secured by the 

pelvis with retention straps in a knee extension chair 
with an affixed load cell, with the knee positioned 
at 60° extension (0° corresponding to the complete 
extension) (Figure 1). Isometric contraction was 
employed to measure the force (Neering et al., 1991; 
Akataki et al., 1996; Akataki et al., 2001; Alves and 
Chau, 2008; Krueger et al., 2013).

The volunteers performed three maximal voluntary 
contractions (MVC) of 5 s with 5 min interval between 
them to avoid possible effects of fatigue (Correa et al., 
2011; Gonçalves and Barbosa, 2005). Verbal 
encouragement was given in all trials (Baptista et al., 
2009), and the highest value obtained was used as 
reference to define the submaximal values of 40% of 
MVC and 70% of MVC. The protocol sequence was 
(i) MVC, (ii) 40% of MVC and (iii) 70% of MVC. 
It was chosen to start the submaximal protocol at 
40% of MVC to ensure a fresh muscle condition for 
the 70% of MVC in the next test. To perform the 
submaximal contractions (40% and 70%), reference 
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lines (thresholds) were indicated on the monitor 
screen placed in front of the participant so they could 
be viewed and thus the voluntary contractions could 
be kept for 5 s in the determined threshold (40% or 
70%) (Krueger et al., 2013).

Mechanomyography
The rectus femoris muscle shape is bipennate (Blemker 

and Delp, 2006), thus, it can cause tridimensional 
displacement during contraction. Therefore, the MMG 
system employed in the study has a triaxial sensor MEMS 
MMA7260Q (Freescale Semiconductor Corporation) 
with sensibility of 800 mV/G (G: gravitational 
acceleration) for acquisition of the MMG signal in 
the Yaxis (longitudinal), Xaxis (transversal), and Zaxis 
(perpendicular) of the rectus femoris muscle (Figure 1). 
All signals were obtained by a computing system 
consisting of a software developed in the LabVIEW 
platform and a hardware (MMG device and MMG 
sensor). The signal was acquired by an acquisition 
board from Data Translation™ (series DT300) with 
sampling rate of 1 kHz. The collected signals of each 
participant were stored in data digital files called 
EDF (Kemp and Olivan, 2003). Double-sided tape 
was used to affix the MMG sensor on the skin, on the 
rectus femoris muscle belly. A noninverting amplifier 
circuit was built and adjusted to provide a 10x gain 
and the output signal was sent to 4-40Hz band-pass 
(Butterworth) filtering circuit (Krueger et al., 2013; 
Perry et al., 2001).

Data analysis
The data were processed by the Matlab™ 

(MathWorks) program version 8.2. For all force levels, 
the analysis window was 1 s (Nogueira-Neto et al., 

2013). The MMG sensor has three axes and each one 
provides data of muscle vibrations in one of three 
orthogonal directions. The most minimalist way of 
monitoring muscle vibration might involve acquiring 
signals from a single axis normal to the skin surface. 
However, such monitoring would not register vibrations 
in directions different from those of the normal axis. 
Since the transducer embedded in the MMG sensor is 
a triaxial accelerometer, muscle vibration data can be 
acquired in three orthogonal directions (X, Y, and Z). 
The modulus can be computed from the individual 
data of each axis, as stated in (1).

( )2 2 2 2  x y zModulus MMG MMG MMG= + +  (1)

For the three axes (X, Y, and Z) and modulus 
during MVC performance, the analysis window of 
the MMG signal was determined by the instant at 
which the force peak occurred, which was centered 
in the window, dividing it into two equal parts of 0.5s 
(Bassani et al., 2008; Nogueira-Neto et al., 2010).

To analyze the MMG signals, numerical parameters of 
temporal features, acceleration root mean square (aRMS), 
and number of crossings by the zero crossing – ZC 
(the baseline or system reference) were used. Youn 
and Kim (2010) indicate ZC to quantify frequency, 
and it can also be used as indication of the power 
and spectral changes in the signals. For frequency 
domain, the median frequency (MDF) was the analyzed 
parameter (Nogueira-Neto et al., 2010).

Statistical analysis
The statistical procedures were performed using 

the application program SPSS Statistics version 20. 
The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to verify whether the 
distribution of the variables approached the Gaussian 
distribution. The analysis of variance (two-way 
ANOVA) was not performed once the interaction effect 
was observed, then the Student t test for independent 
samples was applied to analyze possible differences 
between the groups G<10 and G>35 regarding force, 
MMG analysis parameters (aRMS, ZC, and MDF), 
for the axes (X, Y, and Z), and the modulus of the 
three axes. A significance level of 95% (p < 0.05) 
was adopted in all hypotheses tests.

Results
The force response at the intensity MVC between 

groups indicate that G>35 has higher values than G<10 
(Table 1). The results obtained with t test for independent 
samples, between the G<10 and G>35 groups with 
the aRMS parameter (Figure 2) and at the intensities 
MVC, 40% MVC, and 70% MVC did not show any 
significant data for individual axes or the modulus. 

Figure 1. Knee extension chair with affixed load cell and positioning 
of the MMG sensor centrally at the mid-thigh (50% of the length) 
and the axes orientation (z: vertical axis; y: antero-posterior axis; 
x: medio-lateral axis).
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Regarding the ZC parameter (Figure 3), the t test 
showed statistical significance for the Zaxis, in MVC 
(p = 0.037) and 70% MVC (p = 0.047), whereas for 
the modulus there was significance only in 70% MVC 
(p = 0.035). For the MDF parameter (Figure 4), the 
t test for independent samples showed significant 
values for Xaxis in MVC (p = 0.005) and in the 70% 

MVC intensity (p = 0.034). Yaxis presented significant 
values (p = 0.013) in the MVC intensity as well as 
Zaxis (p = 0.003). The modulus showed difference 
only in MVC (p = 0.005).

We found a significant correlation between ST values 
and aRMS only in MVC, in the Yaxis (p = 0.591), for 
the group G<10. For the modulus, the aRMS value 
showed correlation with ST values for group G>35 in 
40%MVC (R2 = 0.610), and 70%MVC (R2 = 0.592) 
(Figure 5).

The linear correlation obtained between 
G<10 and G>35 (Figure 6) with the ZC parameter 
and ST values showed significance only in Yaxis and 

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of force (N) between the groups 
G<10 and G>35. Differences between groups are indicated by p-value.

Force (N) p-value
G<10 86.3 ± 16.1

0.013
G>35 107.4 ± 16.9

Figure 2. Mean and standard deviation of MMGaRMS values of the mechanomyographic signal between groups G<10 and G>35, correlated 
with the MMG signals and respective axes, of the rectus femoris muscle and its modulus (z: vertical axis; y: antero-posterior axis; x: medio-
lateral axis). 

Figure 3. Mean and standard deviation of the zero crossing values of the mechanomyographic signal between groups G<10 and G>35, 
correlated with the MMG signals and respective axes, of the rectus femoris muscle and its modulus (z: vertical axis; y: antero-posterior axis; 
x: medio-lateral axis). Difference between groups are indicated by p-value.
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Figure 4. Mean and standard deviation of the MDF values of the mechanomyographic signal between groups G<10 and G>35, correlated with 
the MMG signals and respective axes, of the rectus femoris muscle and its modulus (z: vertical axis; y: antero-posterior axis; x: medio-lateral 
axis). Difference between groups are indicated by p-value

Figure 5. Correlation between the ST values and MMGaRMS parameter between groups G<10 and G>35 for the magnitudes MVC, 40% MVC, 
and 70% MVC in the axes X, Y, and Z of the rectus femoris muscle and modulus of the respective axes and magnitudes, in which R2 corresponds 
to the variables correlation magnitude.

during MVC (R2 = 0.663). In the analysis of the 
modulus, ZC showed correlation only in 70% MVC 
(R2 = 0.445).

The MDF parameter showed correlation with 
ST values only in Yaxis in 70%MVC (R2 = 0.700) for 
G>35 (Figure 7). We noticed the same for modulus 
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that showed correlation only in 70% MVC for G>35 
(Figure 7).

Discussion
The amplitude of the signal generated by the skeletal 

muscle may be influenced by factors such as number 
of recruited motor units (MU) (Akataki et al., 2004; 
Herda and Cooper, 2015), firing rates of the active 
MUs (Orizio et al., 2003), distance between MUs and 
sensors (MMG), electrodes (EMG) (Barkhaus and 
Nandedkar, 1994), and interference of elements such 
as skin, liquids, and subcutaneous fat (Jaskólska et al., 
2003). These events are widely reported in the 
literature, especially in studies with EMG (Barkhaus 
and Nandedkar, 1994; Marusiak et al., 2009). However, 
subcutaneous fat may also affect procedures conducted 
using MMG, although the origins of each signal are 
of different natures (EMG electrical signal and MMG 
mechanical signal) (Krueger et al., 2013).

For this study, the MMG aRMS temporal reference 
values of groups G<10 and G>35 obtained from the 
rectus femoris muscle had no statistical difference 

(Figure 2). Different results were found by da Matta et al. 
(2005), who obtained, for the aRMS parameter in Xaxis, 
greater values only for the male group, with women 
showing lower rates of MU activation. They used a 
biaxial sensor for the acquisition of MMG signals 
during voluntary contractions of the brachial biceps 
muscle of men and women at different levels of 
isometric force. The authors attributed this fact to 
the thicker layers of body fat found in the female 
group, which may have attenuated the MMG signal 
(da Matta et al., 2005), however the methods used as 
MMG sensor (bi vs. triaxial), muscle location (upper 
vs. lower limb) and gender (female vs. male) can be 
possible sources of differences found between their 
methods with ours.

Linear regression demonstrated, for G<10 and G>35 
and in relation to the MMG signal and the aRMS 
parameter (Figure 5), that only in the MVC intensity, 
in Yaxis, there was moderate linear regression for 
the G<10 group (R2 = 0.591). For the modulus we 
verified that in 40% MVC (R2 = 0.610) and 70% MVC 
(R2 = 0.592) there was correlation (0.610 and 0.592, 
respectively) for group G>35 (Figure 5). For this study, 

Figure 6. Correlation between the ST values and the ZC parameter of the mechanomyographic signal between groups G<10 and G>35 for 
the magnitudes MVC, 40% MVC, and 70% MVC in the axes X, Y, and Z of the rectus femoris muscle and modulus of the respective axes 
and magnitudes, in which R2 corresponds to the variables correlation magnitude.
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when the groups were analyzed separately (Figure 5), 
it was possible to observe that only group G<10 has 
variation and only in one axis; the modulus, on the 
other hand, has differences for the group with greater 
levels of ST, G>35 (Figure 5).

The results of this study are similar to those of 
Krueger et al. (2013), who analyzed the influence of 
different ST on MMG signal of rectus femoris muscle 
during MVC, and found that thicker layers of fat act 
as a low-pass filter to the MMG signal as sensed by 
the aRMS value, i.e. they attenuate the MMG signal. 
The authors evaluated two groups, G<10 (N = 10) 
and G>30 (N = 2) using a similar methodology that 
in present study. They found aRMS lower values to 
G>30 than G<10 at Z (1.3 ± 0.4 and 2.7 ± 0.8 Vrms) 
and modulus axes (2.7 ± 0.4 and 5.8 ± 1.8 Vrms). 
According to Orizio et al. (1989), these attenuations 
are indications that the body fat served as a low-pass 
filter for the MMG signals of the analyzed muscle. 
These findings corroborate with those of Herda et al. 
(2010), who also analyzed the MMG and EMG signals, 
observing the aRMS values of aerobically trained 
(ST 8.7 mm), resistance-trained (ST 15.4 mm), and 

sedentary (ST 25.4 mm) individuals, in progressive 
isometric contraction tests (5-90% of MVC).

Similarly, Cooper and Herda (2014) observed that fat 
acts as a low-pass filter, with the MMGaRMS value of the 
first dorsal interosseous muscle (ST 4.00 ± 0.65 mm), 
vastus lateralis muscle (ST 9.68 ± 3.61 mm) and 
rectus femoris muscle (ST 11.33±4.1 mm) in 
progressive force test. These findings disagree with 
those of Beck et al. (2004), who observed that, as 
force increased, an increase was also obtained in the 
linear regression (R2 = 0.984) of the MMG signal 
for the force peak of the brachial biceps muscle of 
6 men and 6 women, during isokinetic contraction. 
In fatigue condition, Zuniga et al. (2010) found, for 
a homogenous group, that the STs did not interfere 
in the characteristics of the MMG signals, for both 
spectral and temporal aspects.

The ZC parameter showed significant differences 
between groups G<10 and G>35 by independent t test. 
This occurred for the MMG signal in Zaxis (p = 0.037) 
in MVC and also (p = 0.047) in 70% MVC (Figure 4) 
and modulus (Figure 3) for MVC (p = 0.005).

Figure 7. Correlation between the ST values and the MDF parameter of the mechanomyographic signal between groups G<10 and G>35 
for the magnitudes MVC, 40% MVC, and 70% MVC in X, Y, and Z axes of the rectus femoris muscle (A) and modulus of the respective 
axes and magnitudes (B); in which R2 corresponds to the variables correlation magnitude.
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The ZC parameter between the groups showed 
correlation for group G<10 (R2 = 0.663) in the MVC 
intensity in Yaxis (Figure 6) and for group G>35 
(R2 = 0.445) in modulus (Figure 6).

Different results were found by Krueger et al. 
(2013), who correlated different ST with the ZC value 
and found very low linear regression (p = 0.02) only 
for Zaxis. The results indicate that body fat acts as a 
low-pass filter, since the decrease in the ZC value 
can be interpreted as a decrease in the frequency of 
muscular mechanical vibration.

According to the protocol developed in this study, in 
which 5 min-intervals were performed to avoid possible 
effects of fatigue, the attenuation of signal by increased 
subcutaneous fat did not occur due to the reduction 
of vibration of the MUs, but in the impossibility of 
acquiring all muscular vibration frequencies, even in 
maximum contractions. Fat thickness seems to acts as 
a filter, which attenuates high-frequency components. 
This phenomenon can be observed in Figure 8, which 
shows the signal of two representative participants of 
the groups (G<10 and G>35). For G>35, as shown 
in Figure 8, there is a spectral compression for low 
frequencies.

According to Nogueira-Neto et al. (2013), ZC is 
only a valid indicator to describe force behavior during 
a fatigue protocol and not for muscular contraction 
behavior. Concerning the frequency domain (MDF) 
between the two groups with independent t test, we 
found significant data (Figure 4) in the MVC magnitude 
in Xaxis (p = 0.005) and in 70% magnitude also in Xaxis 
(p = 0.034). Yaxis had statistical significance in the MVC 
magnitude (p = 0.013), as well as Zaxis (p = 0.003).

In Figure 7, linear regression can be observed 
for Yaxis in 70% MVC for G>35 (R2 = 0.700) and 
modulus linear regression (Figure 7) for 70% MVC 

(R2 = 0.502). Such results corroborate the study by 
Polato et al. (2008), which used a biaxial sensor to 
evaluate the relation between the behavior of the 
MMG signal and median frequency (MDF) of the 
brachial biceps muscle in different levels of isometric 
contraction (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% MVC) 
of male and female individuals. Polato et al. (2008) 
associated the decrease in MMG signal of the women 
to the fact that the subcutaneous fat layer of these 
groups is thicker, which is similar to the results of 
da Matta et al. (2005). According to Krueger et al. 
(2013), when MDF and ST were analyzed, indication 
that the fat tissue worked as a low-pass filter for the 
rectus femoris muscle MMG signals was found for 
axes X and Y. Also corroborating these findings, 
Jaskólska et al. (2003) observed that the correlation 
with ST and MDF in antagonist action of the brachial 
triceps muscle with greater ST indicated attenuation 
of the signals, between muscle and skin surface, 
independently of the individuals’ age.

The facts presented can be attributed to the increase 
in mechanical activity resulting from the sum of the 
action potentials (APs) of the MUs with the increase of 
muscular force (Yoshitake et al., 2002) even in lower 
magnitudes (Akataki et al., 2003). This process occurs 
because of the redistribution of aqueous material 
present in the sarcoplasm (Neering et al., 1991), 
and because the mechanical signals generated from 
this process travel through the material between the 
muscle and the sensor (Dalton and Stokes, 1993).

The MMG signals originated in the skeletal muscle 
come from the mechanical vibrations generated by the 
muscular shocks of the APs (Yoshitake et al., 2002), 
which combined with MUs lead to MVC (tetany) 
(Neering et al., 1991; Seki et al., 2001). In this study, 
the thicker layers of body fat increased the distance 

Figure 8. MMG Z axis signal of two representative participants of the groups (G<10 and G>35), in which the spectral compression for 
the low frequencies for the group with thicker fat layers was observed (G>35). (A): G<10 mm, 15 Hz median frequency; (B): G>35 mm, 
10 Hz median frequency.
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between sensor and muscle, and the physical aspects of 
the fat acted as a low-pass filter, attenuating the MMG 
signal, as demonstrated by the analyzed parameters.

The use of MMG as indicator of the level of MUs 
firing rates, as well as indicator of increase of the 
action potentials (APs) originated from the skeletal 
muscle (Akataki et al., 2003), may be subject to 
attenuation in acquisition caused by thicker layers 
of subcutaneous fat. Therefore, it is important to 
consider the effects of fat when adopting MMG 
as a tool in applications such as prostheses control 
(Orizio et al., 2003), monitoring of muscular fatigue 
(Orizio et al., 2003; Scheeren et al., 2010; Tarata, 
2003), neuromuscular diseases diagnosis (Hu et al., 
2007), respiratory muscle work (Sarlabous et al., 2014), 
among others. Subcutaneous fat, as demonstrated in 
this study, interferes on the analysis.

The results show that thicker layers of body 
fat act as a “low-pass filter” for the MMG signal. 
We observed attenuation of the MMG signals in all 
levels of rectus femoris muscle force production, 
indicating that, even in submaximal level of force, 
the MMG signals suffer attenuation according to the 
thickness of the subcutaneous fat layer. Moreover, 
during muscle fatigue processes, a decrease in the 
frequency of muscular mechanical vibration occurs, 
which may mislead MMG signal interpretation. As 
we wanted to assess the influence of ST on the MMG 
signal, we measure the ST exactly where the MMG 
sensor was positioned (muscle rectus femoris belly), 
but with this type of measurement it was not possible 
to estimate the percentage of body fat and the lean 
tissue mass, which is a limitation of this study.

We wanted to assess the influence of ST on the 
MMG signal, we measure the ST exactly where the 
MMG sensor was positioned (muscle rectus femoris 
belly), but with this type of measurement it was not 
possible to estimate the percentage of body fat and the 
lean tissue mass, which is a limitation of this study. 
As a perspective on future studies regarding MMG 
signal analysis, we suggest investigations to develop a 
way to implement a signal correction algorithm based 
on the subcutaneous fat layer/thickness.
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